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So this is it – the final newsletter after 15 years serving as one of your MEPs. 
Someone said to me once that it is better for people to ask you “why” you are retiring 
than “when”. Wise advice, and I judge that the time has come to stand down from the 
European Parliament after 15 years of slogging backwards and forwards to Brussels 
and Strasbourg. So Polling Day on 22nd May will find my name absent from your 
Ballot Paper.

Impressions?

After 18 years as a local MP, the European Parliament came as something of a culture 
shock, in that its workings are more akin to the local authority cycle – committee, 
party group, plenary – than Westminster.

In many ways, the partisan strife between parties – or, at least, individuals – is of a 
different order. Opposition exists, of course, but the nature of a Legislature where no 
one group has an overall majority requires a more consensual approach. Maintain 
your principles but implement them by persuasion and force of argument is the order 
of the day.

The Constituency is much bigger, as you know, with 76 Westminster Divisions, 
nearly 7 million voters and 150+ media outlets. It is almost impossible to establish a 
personal political profile and the relationship is more with the “selectorate” of a Party 
than the electorate – something that must change.



The legislative arm stretches further geographically and, sometimes its effect upon 
Member States can be controversial as well as beneficial. But that is for debate during
the EP Elections and a subsequent possible referendum.

Highlights?

I was honoured to serve as Deputy Leader of the Conservative Delegation and, 
subsequently, Chief Whip. I was part of the foundation of the new Group in which we 
now sit, despite some continuing misgivings about objectives. But the Leader required 
the move and I helped deliver it.

I served on the Transport Committee, where I was the lead MEP in setting the 
beginnings of a “Single Sky”, designed to improve radically European aviation 
operations.

Then on to the Petitions Committee, where I was the lead Co-ordinator in the front 
line for citizens with real grievances throughout the length and breadth of Europe. It 
was there that I initiated and managed a Special Parliamentary Investigative 
Committee into the debacle of the Equitable Life Assurance Company. This, in the 
teeth of opposition from the Blair/Brown Governments, which refused to 
acknowledge any fault. 



So too with the dreadful Foot & Mouth outbreak in our region which had such 
devastating results. A Parliamentary Investigation was provoked by Tory MEPs, 
which examined, evaluated and offered reforms for the future.

And, all the while, sitting on the Foreign Affairs Committee and trying to solve the 
world’s problems! My tiny contribution has been in the Middle East and I am proud 
of the spotlight that I have been able to focus on the continuing problems of Palestine 
and Gaza.

But above all, the privilege of representing you and my region to the best of my 
ability.

Conclusions?

It has been hard work, frustrating at times, satisfying at others. Great fun, many old -
many new - friends and a fascinating and absorbing constituency.

You may not like the European Parliament. But, be under no illusion, it matters. 
You may not know as much about it as you would like but you cannot ignore it. 
It is very significant in its influence.

Campaign Launch

The Prime Minister’s decision to launch the Conservative European Campaign in 
Manchester last week was an acknowledgement of the importance of North West 
England and a re-emphasis on the need for more Tory MEPs to represent Britain’s 
best interests in the EU. Our Labour and Liberal opponents have different objectives 
to us but, at least, they turn up. UKIP MEPs do not – except, of course, to maximise 
their expenses.



Simple message here: Labour and Liberals won’t give you a vote on our future 
in Europe. UKIP can't. So if you want that choice, you have to vote 
Conservative!

Local Elections

There are quite a number of these on the same day as the EP Elections and for every 
Councillor or candidate, they are much more of a focus than wider EU issues. I hope 
to be around and about in various wards of various councils during the campaign but, 
to those I do not see, every good wish and happy returns!

Ukraine

One issue to remember. As I said last month, this has the real capacity to get out of 
control and all it wants for evil people to succeed is for good people to do nothing. 
That danger is imminent and, whilst I do not overstate the importance of the EP 
Elections, it is quite a convenient time for Putin and his “friends” to act in Ukraine 
whilst Ministers, Commissioners, MEPs and others are all absorbed in campaigning. 
Watch this space – very carefully.

…and finally!

There is one person without whom I could never have done this job, or indeed any of 
the political jobs that have come my way. She is always there, keeping me going 
through thick and thin, (nearly) always with a smile. And she tells it like it is when I 
need telling! Dulcie, of course. My love and thanks to her.



Also to William Thavenot, newly-married and looking for another job, who has run 
my Brussels office with great skill and a ready grin for the last six years.

But, especially to all of you, for your support, encouragement, warmth, enthusiasm 
and good humour. Without you lot, nothing would ever happen!

Many thanks and kind regards,
See you on the campaign trail.

    

   


